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Hour 1
5 pts

What is the name of the SCSU student who was the recipient of the 1988 Mary B.
Craik Peace at Social Justice Award?
- Todd Womack

T.O.

Name the little man, wearing sneakers, from Mars that appeared with Bugs Bunny in
several cartoons.
- Commander X-2 (Michael Martian?)

45 pts Who won the 1961 Pillsbury Bake-off, and what was her creation called?

- Nita Cawford, Peach Carousel Pie (Grand Prize?)

15 pts What is Chuck Berry's full name?
- Charles Edward Anderson Berry

10 pts In the Strohs Light beer commercial, the dog Alex does four dog impersonations.
Name the four dogs he impersonates.
- Rin Tin Tin, Tramp, Benji, Spuds McKenzie
35 pts Who received the Buffalo Bill Award at the 1988 Nebraskaland Days?
- Bruce Boxleitner

5 pts Give us Larry Csonka's number when he played for Miami.
-#39

15 pts Who is the only professional soldier to win the Nobel Peace Prize?
- General George Marshall

10 pts In the comic strip "Bloom County" what is the middle name of Steve Dallas?
- Milhouse

Hour 2
5 pts

With what company do you associate the motto 'You can trust your car to the man
who wears the star?"
-Texaco Oil

10 pts Please sing the lyrics for the original Hamms beer commercial.
- from the land of sky blue waters
from the land of pines, lofty balsams
comes the beer refreshing
Hamms, the beer refreshing
45 pts What are the names of the three kids who represented Minnesota in the National
F.F.A. Dairy Judging Contest?
- Rochelle, Denise and Jill Marti (Sleepy Eye, MN)

15 pts What is the name of the person who invented the "Abdominizer"?
- Dr. Dennis Colonello
10 pts What is the name of the NFL football team that drafted actor Burt Reynolds?
- Baltimore Colts

65 pts In order to prepare for his role in the movie "Rain Man", actor Dustin Hoffman
studied tapes of a real life autistic man living outside institutional walls. What is the
name of the man he studied?
- Joseph Sullivan
5 pts

The Green Lantern had no power over objects of what color?
-yellow

15 pts What was the name of the comic strip created by Steve Guttenberg in the movie
'Three Men and a Baby?"
- Johnny Cool
10 pts What was the treaty called that set up the European Common Market?
- Treaty of Rome

Hour 3
5 pts

At the end of the movie Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Snow White only kisses
six of the dwarfs. Which one did she miss?
-Sleepy

10 pts Name the jazz musician who is known for playing a trumpet with a bend in the bell.
- Dizzy Gillespie
35 pts What is the title of the episode of "Outer Limits" starring William Shatner and
Geraldine Brooks?
- Cold Hands, Warm Heart
15 pts What was the top grossing film in Switzerland for 1987?
- The Living Daylights
10 pts What are the titles of John F. Kennedy's first two books?
- Why England Slept; Profiles in Courage
20 pts Lite Beer ran a series of commercials during the Olympics that featured the comic
Joe Piscopo portraying four athletes and the sports that never made it to the
Olympics. What were the names of the four athletes and the sports for each?
- Grizzly, bear wrestling
Nigel, shuffleboard
Buford, truck and tractor pull
Pipino, flamenco dancing
5 pts

Who holds the record for pass receptions in a career in the NFL?
- Steve Largent

15 pts At the recent National Tap Competition on Minnesota Tap Day the judge, Gregory
Hines, picked a winner who gets to go on to the National Competiton in New York
City next week. Who is this talented winner?
-Tyheesha Collins
10 pts Name the taxi cab company from the 1V show 'Taxi."
- Sunshine Cab

Hour4
5 pts

Please name the four left-handed Presidents of the United States.
- Bush, Ford, Garfield, Truman

10 pts Who scored the first regular season points for the Charlotte Hornets basketball team?
- Kelly Tripucka

25 pts The first Pomeranian to win the Westminster Kennel Club show did so last year.
What is its full name?
- Champion Great Elms Prince Charming the second

15 pts In the 1V show Rhoda, where and in what year did Rhoda say she was born?
- the Bronx, 1941

10 pts Minneapolis sponsored a Sneakers and Sweats day last year, the idea being to have
people wear their tennies and sports clothes to work and to think fitness and good
health all day. On what day was it held?
-May6

80 pts Name the three finalists in the 1988 U.S Lego Building contest.
- Chris Taffer Fyhr, Sam Couldon, Craig Nastanski

What company manufactures the Oscar ?
- R. S. Owens and company (?)

T.O.

15 pts According to the radio series 'The Shadow," what does the Shadow have tatooed on
his chest?

- a cobra
10 pts What United States marathon served as the Olympic trials for the U.S. men's team?
- New Jersey Waterfront Marathon

Hour 5
5 pts

Name the three books in the Lord of the Rings trilogy?
- Fellowship of the Ring; The Two Towers; The Return of the King

10 pts Madonna recently made her debut on Broadway. What was the name of the show?
- Speed the Plow
35 pts What did James Dean name the Siamese cat he received from Elizabeth Taylor while
working with her in the movie "Giant?"
- Marcus
15 pts Who was the captain of the 1982 Indiana Hoosiers basketball team?
- Landon Turner
10 pts What is the name of the first female singer for the group Jefferson Airplane?
- Signe Anderson
45 pts In the movie 'The Philadelphia Story," when they were married for the first time,
Kate Hepburn and Cary Grant spent their honeymoon on a sailboat. What is the
name of the sailboat?
-True Love

5 pts

Where was Elvis sent for basic training when in the Army?
- Fort Hood, Texas

15 pts What are the names of the five original video jockeys that ran the videos when MTV
first came on the air?
- Mark Goodman, Alan Hunter, J.J. Jackson, Nina Blackwood, and Martha
Quinn
10 pts Who is the editor-in-chief of the USA Today newspaper?
-John Quinn

Hour 6
5 pts

In the 1912 Olympics, Jim Thorpe received, along with his medal, a bronze bust of
who?
- King Gustov the Fifth

10 pts What is the name of the Speedy Delivery man on the 1V show Mr. Rogers's
neighborhood?
- Mr. Mcfeely
30 pts Who is the honorary fireworks commissioner of New York City?
- George Plimpton
15 pts Name the artist of the cover art on the Cars album "Candy-o".
- Alberto Vargas
10 pts What Japanese baseball team did Bill Gullickson sign with for the 1988 baseball
season?
- Yomiuri Giants
40 pts The John Newberry Medal is awarded each year by the Children's Librarians Section
of the American Library Assoc. for the most distinguished book for children. We
want the title and the author of the first John Newberry Medal recipient.
·
- The Story of Mankind; Hendrik Willem Van Loon
5 pts

What famous jazz singer uses "Minnie the Moocher" for his theme song?
- Cab Calloway

15 pts In the comic strip 'The Lockhorns," what is the first name of Mrs. Lockhorn?
- Loretta
10 pts In the movie "North by Northwest", on what national landmark does the final chase
scene take place?
- Mount Rushmore

Hour 7
5 pts

In 1971 Cloris Leachman won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actress. Name the
film.
- The Last Picture Show

10 pts Who lit the 1988 Winter Olympic Flame?
- Robyn Perry
40 pts Who was chosen Comedian of the Year in 1988 by the National Association of
Collegiate Activities?
-Alex Cole
15 pts In the Nike commercial featuring 80 year old Walt Stack, Walt was asked how he
kept his teeth from chattering when he runs 17 miles in the morning. What was his
reply?
- he keeps them in his locker
10 pts What is Gene Autry's real first name?
-Orvon

45 pts Who is recognized as the three millionth fan to go through the turnstile at a Twins
game in 1988?
- Carol Hanson (Alexandria)

5 pts

The League of Nations was based in what city and country?
- Geneva, Switzerland

15 pts Name the only NFL player to make the Pro Bowl at three different positions.
-Joe Klecko
10 pts What was the name of the Duke Ellington song covered by Steely Dan?
- East St. Louis Toodle-oo

Hour 8
5 pts

There were seven movies in the "Francis the Talking Mule" series. Only one did not
contain Donald O'Connor. Who replaced him and what was the name of the movie?
- Mickey Rooney, Francis in the Haunted House

10 pts In what building will you find 'The Sacred Black Stone of Mecca?"
-The Ka'bah
55 pts Who was the presenter for Alan Page at his induction to the Pro Football Hall of
Fame?
- Willarene Beasley (Principal at Minneapolis North High
School)
15 pts Name the five original members of Herman's Hermits.
- Peter Noone, Keith Hopwood, Karl Green, Barry
Whitwam
and Derek Leckenby
10 pts What is the name of Jake 'The Snake" Roberts pet python?
-Damian
45 pts Please give us the name of the Minnesota man who is the founder, governing board,
full-time staff and chief spokesperson for the organization known as Bobs
International and the Benevolent Order of Bobs.
- Bob Idso (St. Peter)
5 pts

How do you spell "Ziploc?"
-ZIPLOC

15 pts When the United States talks about imports from the "Four Tigers", what
econonmies are being talked about?
- South Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore
10 pts According to AT&T where is the world's largest telephone switchboard?
- the Pentagon

Hour 9
5pts

Last year the Minnesota legislature, in their infinite wisdom, decided the state needed
to have an official state muffin. What has been designated as our official state
muffin?
- the blueberry muffin

lOpts The TV ad campaign ''This is the new generation of Old's" has the daughter of
William Shatner pitching for the car maker. What is her name?
- Melanie
95pts At the end of the movie "A Fish Called Wanda," what happens to the four main
characters is mentioned on the screen. Tell us what becomes of the four main
characters.
-Archie and Wanda are married in Rio, have 17 children and found a leper
colony
- Ken becomes the Master of Ceremonies at the London Sea World
- Otto emigrates to South Africa and becomes the Minister for Justice
15pts Herschel Walker appeared with the Ft. Worth ballet this past year. Name the ballet
he appeared in.
- Webern Pieces
1Opts What two stadiums have hosted both a world series game and a Super Bowl?
- Jack Murphy Stadium in San Diego, and the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum
40pts In Michael Jackson's video ''Thriller", a movie is watched in the theatre. In that film a
werewolf-monster scralled what message in blood?
- "See You Next Wednesday"
5pts

Name the two bear mascots of the 1988 Calgary Winter Olympics?
- Howdy and Hidy

lSpts National Auctioneers Week was observed during what week last year?

-April 4-10 (1988)
1Opts Who is credited with being the creator of the idea of using a farm system to supply
major league baseball teams with ballplayers?
- Branch Rickey

Hour 10
5 pts

What is the name of the Assistant District Attorney on the 1V show Night Court?
- Dan Fielding

10 pts In what town, and at what arena, did Bruce Springsteen start his 1988 tour?
- Worcester, Mass; the Centrum
30 pts Who won the Wade Wilson look-alike contest held recently at Joe Senser's Bar And
Grill?
·
- David Arndt
15 pts Please tell us the exact date on which The Star Spangled Banner was approved by
the president of the U.S. as the national anthem.
- March 3, 1931
10 pts Name the casinos in Atlantic City, New Jersey owned by Donald Trump.
-Trump Plaza, Trump's Castle
50 pts Who was the first woman parachutist in the U.S. Army's official parachute team, the
Golden Knights?
- Cheryl Stearns
5 pts

What is the subtitle to the movie "Dr. Strangelove?"
- Or How I Learned to Stop Worrying And Love The Bomb

15 pts Near what town, and in what state, is the George Jones Country Music Park located?
- Colmesneil, Texas
10 pts After the United States, which country has the most telephones per capita?
-Sweden

Hour 11
5 pts In what country will one find the Harz mountains?
- West Germany

10 pts In the movie "PeeWee Herman's Big Adventure," what is the name of the motorcycle
gang PeeWee has problems with?
- Satan's Helpers

35 pts What is the name of the first black child to be named a National Easter Seal Child?
-Joy Hall

15 pts For what team does Michael Ray Richardson now play basketball?
- Knorr Balogna of the Italian basketball league

10 pts Name the two men that comprise the only duo to be inducted into the Songwriter's
Hall of Fame, the Producer's Hall of Fame, and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
- (Jerry) Leiber and (Mike) Stoller

30 pts From the original Star Trek series, who was the only person to ever turn down a seat
in the Federation council?
-T'Pau

5 pts In the comic strip "Peanuts," what is Sally's pet name for Linus?
- my sweet babboo

15 pts What is the real name of famous Minneapolis restauranteur Mama D?
- Giovanna d'Agostino

10 pts Actor Glenn Ford is a descendent of what president?
- Martin Van Buren

Hour 12
5 pts What is the name of the northernmost county in England? •
- Northumberland
T.O.

By what name does Amtrak call the train that runs daily from Chicago to San
Franciscso?
- California Zephyr

70 pts What are the 5 names that Cary Grant uses in the movie "Charade?"
- Carson Dyle, Alexander Dyle, Adam Canfield, Peter Joshua, Bryan Cruikshank
15 pts For what United States agency is Adderly an agent in the TV show Adderly?
- Department of Miscellaneous Affairs
10 pts What are the names of the two dances mentioned in the song "Do You Love Me," by
the Contours?
- the Mash Potato, and the Twist
30 pts David Letterman was a 1965 graduate of what Indiana high school?
- Broad Ripple High
5 pts When is St. Lucia's Day?
- December 13
15 pts An N.C.A.A. Division one record was set recently for total points scored by both
teams in a basketball game. Name the two teams involved and the final score.
- Loyola-Marymount - 181 over U.S. International - 150
10 pts What two towns hold one annual turkey race each to determine which town will
claim the title 'Turkey Capital of the World?"
- Cuero, Texas and Worthington, Minn.

Hour 13
5 pts If you watched the Howdy Doody show, you would often hear Chief Thunderthud
utter a certain unique remark. What was that remark?
-Kowabunga
10 pts What two sports did Seoul choose for demonstration sports for the summer olympics.
- tae-kwan-do and baseball

45 pts What was the name of the winning truffle-sniffer in France's 1988 Truffle-sniffing
contest?
- a german shepherd named Ulmer

15 pts Paulette Carlson, lead singer of the group Highway 101, is a native of Minnesota.
Where does she hail from?
- Winsted, Minn.

10 pts What is Dan Gladden's full name?
- Clinton Daniel Gladden m
25 pts In the movie 'The Running Man," what are the nicknames of the 5 stalkers?
- Subzero, Buzzsaw, Dynamo, Fireball, and Captain Freedom

5 pts Who invented the stethoscope?
- Dr. Renee' Laennec (pronounced Reh-nay Lah-neck)
15 pts Where is the Mining Hall of Fame located?
- Leadville, Colorado
10 pts In the new Mike Hammer TV series, what high school did Mike graduate from?
- Ben Franklin High

Hour 14
5 pts What was the full name of the person they called Kookie on 77 Sunset Strip?
- Gerald Lloyd Kookson ill
10 pts What was the name of Marilyn Monroe's first husband?
- James Dougherty
30 pts At what speed is the record player set for on the spacecraft Voyager 2?
- 16 2/3 r.p.m. (916 c.p.s.)
15 pts What is the title, and who are the stars of the movie shown on a poster on the front
cover of the Elton John album "Don't Shoot Me! I'm The Only Piano Player"
- Go West; the Marx brothers
10 pts The Miss America beauty pageant gained a new director this past year. What is his
name?
- Leonard Horn
45 pts In what town will you find Minnesota's oldest operating hotel, and what is its name?
- Wabasha; the Anderson House
5 pts What president began the custom of lighting a national Christmas tree?
- Calvin Coolidge
15 pts To what school does Gabe Kaplan go to coach in the movie "Fast Break?"
- Cadwallader U.
10 pts Vince Lombardi lost only one playoff game as an NFL coach. What team did he lose
to and what was the score?
- Philadelphia Eagles; 17 to 13

Hour 15
5 pts Name the 2 wrestlers that comprise the team known as the Mega-Powers of
Wrestling.
- Randy "Macho Man" Savage, "Hulk" Hogan
10 pts St. John's University at Collegeville gained a new dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences last year. What is his name?
- Brother Dietrich Reinhart
35 pts Who is the founder of the Popeye's Famous Fried Chicken and Biscuits chain of
chicken stores?
- Al Copeland
15 pts By what two names was Sobieski known before it came to be known as Sobieski?
- LeDoux and Swan River

10 pts What cartoon show has characters in it by the names of Donatello, Leonardo,
Michaelangelo, Raphael, Splinter and April?
-Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
65 pts Singer Kenny Rankin made his soap debut in the show "As The World Turns." Name
the character he played.
- Harold Linquist
5 pts In what town was the first J .C. Penny store opened?
· - Kemmere, Wyoming
15 pts A woman nicknamed Cat was a featured dancer on Prince's "Lovesexy" tour. What is
Cat's real name?
- Catherine Glover
10 pts In what town does the movie "It's A Wonderful Life" take place?
- Bedford Falls

Hour 16
5 pts What Buddy Holly song was released and made the Top 40 just after his death?
- It Doesn't Matter Anymore
10 pts Please name the crew members on the second manned Skylab mission?
- Bean, Garriot, Lousma
50 pts Paul Freeman is a spokesman for Edy's Grand Light ice cream in the TV commercial.
What is listed as his occupation?
- Sasquatch observer

15 pts What are the names of the characters portrayed by Mae West and W.C. Fields in the
movie "My Little Chickadee?"
- Flower Belle Lee and Cuthbert Twillie
10 pts Please give us all 9 digits of the zip code for the state fairgrounds branch of the
United States Post Office.

- 55108-9998
75 pts Who threw out the ceremonial first pitch for the 1951 New York Yankees home
opener?
- Whitey Ford
5 pts In the TV show Hill St. Blues, what is Bobby Hill's nickname for Renko?
-Cowboy

15 pts What was the name of the woman from Mobile, Alabama who was awarded a
settlement of 7 million dollars from the Ku Klux Klan for their slaying of her son?
- Beulah Mae Donald
10 pts Who was the youngest English monarch to ascend to the throne?
- Henry the 6th - 8 months old

Hour 17
5 pts What college basketball team has won the most Division one NCAA championships?
- UCLA Bruins

10 pts In what movie did Reggie Jackson make his screen debut?
- The Naked Gun
65 pts Who was the first Catholic priest to legally adopt a son?
- Father George Clements

15 pts Name the four cards that were used for the card trick during the recent superbowl
halftime show.
- 2 of spades, 3 of diamonds, jack of clubs, king of hearts

10 pts The National Safety Council has added another crash dummy to its commercials.
What is the new dummies name?
- Charles, Charlie, or Chuck

45 pts A company in Minnesota has decided to market some Kirby Puckett pancake mix.
What is the name of the company marketing the mix, and where are they located?
- Homestead Mills; Cook, Mn.

5 pts Who is the current executive director of Boy's Town?
- (Father) Val Peter

15 pts According to the Winter edition of KVSC's Reverb, what was the number one album
of 1988?
- Shooting Rubberbands at the Stars by Edie Brickell and New Bohemians

10 pts Alexander Hamilton was co-founder of what well known newspaper?
- New York (Evening) Post

Hour 18
5 pts In Greek legend, what was the name of the most famous Gorgon?
-Medusa
10 pts Who was the 1988 International Formula One Racing champion?
- Ayrton Senna
35 pts In the TV show Rhoda, you heard but did not see, Carlton the doorman. Who
provided the voice for the part?
- Lorenzo Music

15 pts What Minnesota high school band was invited to perform for the 1987 Bluebonnet
Bowl?
-Maple Lake
10 pts When they began using the consecutive number system for issuing patents, who got
the first one?
- John Ruggles

30 pts What are the names of the two guys in the Budweiser commercial who go out of
their way to help an Amish farmer?
- Jack Taylor and Joe Donovan
5 pts

Who was the first woman to win the Country Music Association's Entertainer of the
Year award?
- Loretta Lynn

15 pts Pat Miles worked at a radio station in Colorado for 5 years. Name the station and
the town in which it was located.

- KSPN-FM; Aspen, Colorado
10 pts Henry Haller, who was in the White House from 1966 to 1987, held a very
important position while he was there. What was his position?
- Executive Chef

Hour 19
5 pts Who was the first to play Clarabelle the Clown on the Howdy Doody show?
- Bob Keeshan (Capt. Kangaroo)
10 pts Who was the only female athlete not required to undergo a sex test at the 1976
Olympic Summer Games in Montreal?
- Her Royal Highness Princess Anne
35 pts In the movie Mr. Lucky, what is Mr. Lucky's real name, and what is the alias he uses
to avoid the draft?
- Joe Adams, Joe Bascopolous
15 pts Pepsi sponsored the Pepsi Talent Challenge as part of the Superbowl festivities.
Who won the talent contest, and to what organization did he give the $25,000 prize?
- Mike Martin, Cincinnati Children's Hospital
10 pts The Georgia Satellites recently made the Top 100, but not the Top 40, with a song
entitled Hippy Hippy Shake. What group had better luck with the song the first time
around?
- The Swinging Blue Jeans
45 pts On August 16, 1960, Joseph Kittinger rose in a balloon to a height of 102,000 feet,
or 19 miles, and then free fell in a parachute to set a world record. What was
inscribed on the cockpit door of the balloon?
- 'The world's biggest step"
5 pts Who was vice-president under Rutherford B. Hayes?
- William Wheeler
15 pts What was the name of Truth or Consequences, New Mexico before it changed its
name to honor the show?
- Hot Springs, New Mexico
T.O. Who is the only golfer to win the British Open in three different decades (after 1900)?
- Gary Player

Hour 20
5 pts For 5 big Trivia points, please tell us what Tom Brunansky's jersey number was as a
St. Louis Cardinal.
- 23 (Bruno, you are gone but not forgotten)
10 pts In the movie "Bull Durham," what was written on the bull on the outfield wall?
- Hit bull, win steak

35 pts What former N.F.L. pro was featured in the first Miller Lite Beer commercial?
- Matt Snell
15 pts What is the name of the New Orleans Saints mascot?
-Gumbo
10 pts Who owns the distance record for human powered flight?
- Glenn Tremmi (?)
50 pts According to new evidence discovered just recently, Robert Peary was not the first
person to reach the North Pole across ice. Who was the leader of the expedition
that now is known to have made the first run to the pole across ice?
- Ralph Plaisted
5 pts What was the title of Humphrey Bogart's last feature film?
-The Harder They Fall
15 pts King Kong Bundy claims he learned to use a personal computer in 23 minutes.
What is the brand name of the computer?
- Head Start
10 pts Who was the first American woman to climb to the top of Mt. Everest?
- Stacy Allison

Hour 21
5 pts What do the 4 H's on the 4-H clover stand for?
- head, heart, hands, and health
10 pts In the 1980 Winter Olympic hockey final round play-offs, the US beat the USSR by
a score of 4-3. Name the US team members that scored the goals in this game.
- Buzz Schneider, Mark Johnson (scored 2), and Mike Eruzione

60 pts General Lee and General Grant signed the surrender papers for the Civil War at
Appomattox. Whose house were they in when they signed the papers?
- Wilmer McLean
15 pts Agatha Christie has published 6 Romance novels under a different name. What is
that name?
- Mary Westmacott
10 pts In Greek mythology, the constellation Gemini contains what set of twins?
- Castor and Pollux
45 pts Quincy Jones, musical producer of Michael Jackson's albums "Bad" and ''Thriller," has
his own personal nickname for Michael Jackson. What is it?
-Smelly
5 pts

Who portrayed the character Judge Doom in the movie 'Who Framed Roger
Rabbit?"
- Christopher Lloyd

15 pts What is the name of the lucky dog in the Lucky Dog dog food commercials?
-Ike
10 pts Name the two most recent additions to the C.M .A. Country Music Hall of Fame.
- Loretta Lynn and Roy Rogers

Hour 22
5 pts What is the name of the little boy who is always rescuing Winnie-The-Pooh from his
misadventures?
- Christopher Robin
10 pts What are the names of the two men who created the show "thirtysomething?"
- Ed Zwick and Marshall Herskovitz
40 pts Alan Tramell and Lou Whitaker have played shortstop and second base together in
the major leagues longer than any other duo. Name the two men who played short
and second for the Detroit Tigers prior to Tramell and Whitaker.
-Tom Veryser and Tito Fuentes
15 pts Whose voice was used as the Voice of Control on the TV show "Outer Limits?"
-Vic Perrin
10 pts In the Rex Stout detective novels, what was the name of Nero Wolfe's confidential
assistant?
- Archie Goodwin
40 pts What are the stage names of the three members of the country and western group
Riders In The Sky?
-Too Slim, Ranger Doug, and Woody Paul
5 pts What is the nickname given to the largest Saguaro cactus in the United States?
- Old Granddaddy
20 pts In the Elvis Presley movie "Change of Habit," what order was Mary Tyler Moore a
member of?
- Little Sisters of Mary
15 pts What is the name of Neil Sedaka's first million selling record?
-I Go Ape

Hour 23
5 pts What is the prize fought for in the annual football game between Purdue and Indiana?
- The Old Oaken Bucket
10 pts Who gave out the very first award at the very first Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
ceremonies?
- Keith Richards
70 pts What is the name of the company that invented Ed Bartles and Frank Jaymes?
- Hal Riney and Partners
15 pts What is the name of the Laurel and Hardy fan club that has its tent in Detroit?
·
- the Dancing Cuckoos
10 pts In the TV show "Fury," what is Packy Lambert's real first name?
-Homer
35 pts In an Arby's TV commercial, a whole town gives up burgers to go to Arbys. Please
give us the name of the town and the state it's in.
- Hope, Indiana

5 pts In the comic strip Beetle Bailey, what is the name of Sgt. Snorkel's dog?

-Otto
15 pts Who was the last player whose starting position was not pitching to win a major
league baseball game?
- Rocky Colavito
10 pts What president is a member of the Mining Hall of Fame?
- Herbert Hoover

Hour 24
5 pts James Bond defeated Operation Grand Slam in what movie?
- Goldfinger
10 pts In the short lived TV show "Rocky Jones, Space Ranger," what was the name of
Rocky's spaceship?
- Orbit Jet
30 pts Where was the 1988 Minnesota State Barbeque Championship held?
- Willmar, Minnesota
15 pts Name the song and the singer that generated a million copies, thereby earning the
first official gold disc for a country recording.
- There's A Star Spangled Banner Waving Somewhere, Elton Britt
10 pts Who was the men's division winner of the first New York City marathon?
- Gary Murche (pronounced Murky)

T.O.

What St. Cloud man was selected as Burlington Northern Railroad's Safety employee
of the year for 1987?
·
- Steve Schirber

5 pts What is the theme song for the TV show "Married With Children?"
- Love And Marriage
15 pts Which NCAA Division one college football team was the first to lose 500 regular
season games?
- Kansas State
10 pts In the TV commercials, what is the name of Cub Foods part-time spokesperson?
- Steve Kanaly

Hour 25
5 pts

Will Rogers was the first Mayor of what city in California?
- Beverly Hills

15 pts In the movie 'The Exorcist," what are the names of the two priests who were trying
to perform the exorcism?
- Father Merrin and Father Karras

35 pts In 1948 the U.S. Postal Dept. released a stamp entitled "Gettysburg Address."
Please give the exact text that appears in this stamp.
- That government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall
not perish from the Earth.
Abraham Lincoln

15 pts What was the first record to appear on the Pop, Rand B, and Country Billboard
charts simultaneously and who was the artist?
- Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins

10 pts What two men were chosen to manage the 1988 Old Timers All-Stars Game?
- Lou Boudreau and Leo Durocher

30 pts Who was the only living human being to have a giant helium ballon made in his or
her image for the annual Macy's parade?
- Eddie Cantor (1934)

5 pts

Who is the voice of the Great Gazoo in the cartoon 'The Flintstones?"
- Harvey Korman ·

15 pts What fraternity was Steve Dallas in when in college?
- Omega-Delta-Epsilon
10 pts Who is the director of player personnel for the Minnesota Timberwolves?
- Bill McKinney

Hour 26
5 pts

What city and country sports the hottest annual mean temperature in the world?
- Dalio[, Ethiopia

10 pts Who won the first men's basketball game between Minnesota and Wisconsin, and
what was the score?
- Minnesota 17 to Wisconsin 15
135 pts Located in downtown Minneapolis, Schmidtt Music Centers painted the entire ,
southeast wall of their building when in 1972 another building was torn down. The
company painted the wall with a portion of a piano score. Give us the title of the
piece that appears, and the work the piece comes from.
- Scarbo, from Gaspard de la Nuit (By Maurice Ravel)
15 pts What are the six flavors you will find in a bag of Tropical Rascals bite size chewy
candies?
- wild apple, wicked watermelon, citrus punch, passion fruit,
tropical berry, and fiji fruit
10 pts Who was the first cowboy to sing in a feature length film?
- Ken Maynard
40 pts After winning the 1988 world series, the L.A. Dodgers gave a jersey to then
President Reagan. What was the number of the jersey and who last wore the
number?
- 1, PeeWee Reese
5 pts

Which comic on Saturday Night Live created the persona of the Church Lady?
- Dana Carvey

15 pts Who is the Left-handers' Man of the year for 1988?
- Greg Louganis
10 pts What two states tied for first place last year in a ranking of states with the best
environmental protection programs as rated by the group "Fund for Renewable
Energy and the Environment?"
- Massachusetts and Wisconsin

Hour 27
5 pts What is the distance of the three point line from the basket in NCAA basketball?
- 19 feet 9 inches
10 pts What was the vocal group called that backed up John Denver on his hit song 'Take
Me Home, Country Roads?"
- Fat City
45 pts What Minnesota man won the 1987 Joyce Kilmer Award which is given annually by
the National Arbor Day Foundation?
- Donald Willeke
15 pts On the Andy Griffith 1V show, what was the alma mater of Andy Girffith and
Barney Fife?
- Union High of Mayberry
10 pts Who is Roseanne Barr married to in real life?
- Bill Pentland
45 pts In the opening sequence of the movie "Reckless," and periodically throughout the
movie, Aiden Quinn's character knocks a beer can off a ledge using a motorcycle.
What is the brand name on the beer can?
- Iron City
5 pts Please tell us who is currently the president of Iceland.
- Vigdis Finnbogadottir (pronounced Veeg-dis Fin-bo-gah-dah-ter)
15 pts What college won the 1985-1986 National Weather Forecasting Championship?
- University of Wisconsin
10 pts Who was the honorary captain for the 1988 U.S. Olympic hockey team?
- Richard Dean Anderson

Hour 28
5 pts Who played Hawk on the TV show "Spencer For Hire?"
- Avery Brooks
10 pts What two women replaced Lynette Woodard and Jackie White as members of the
Harlem Globetrotters?
- Sandra Hodge and Joyce Walker
45 pts At the Iowa State University campus, the football stadium is known by one name,
while the football field is known by another. What are the two name?
- Cyclone stadium, (Jack) Trice field

T.O.

What is the name of the pig in the movie 'The Unbearable Lightness of Being?"
- Mephisto

10 pts Who will be Bacchus 21 in this year's Mardi Gras parade down in New Orleans?
- Billy Crystal
35 pts The California Dream Barbie doll is sold with a record. The song on the record was
written and sung by the Beach Boys. What is the title of the song?
- Living Doll
(Oh Barbie, you're my California dream,
Hey Barbie, oh Barbie,
You are ymmy like ice cream ... )
5 pts Who does President Bush call the "Silver Fox?"
- Barbara Bush
15 pts A new character was introduced to Sesame Street in 1987. She is the 2 year old
baby sister of the elephantesque pal of Big Bird. What is her name?
- Alice Snuffleupagus
10 pts In the movie TRON, what three programs set out to disarm the master computer
program?
- RAM, TRON, and CLU

Hour 29
5 pts In what city will one find the Tivoli Gardens?
- Copenhagen
10 pts Who created the 1V series L.A. Law?
- Steven Bochco and Terry Louise Fisher
75 pts Please name the three 1988 recipients of the New York Urban League's Frederick
Douglass award.
- Harry Belafonte, Kate Hicks, Thomas Murphy

15 pts Name the man known as "Barber to the Presidents, he did Nixon, Ford, Reagan, and
is said to now do President Bush's hair.
- Milton Pitts
10 pts Who replaced Diana Ross as lead singer for the Supremes?
- Jean Terrell

30 pts In the 1V series "Paper Chase," what famous law professor was Dr. Charles Kingfield
modeled after?
- Bull Warren (1895-1930)

5 pts Prior to the Los Angeles Lakers, what was the last team to repeat as NBA champions,
and in what years did they repeat?
- Boston Celtics, 1968, 1969
15 pts Please give us the full name of the two and one~half year old son of sports announcer
Bob Kostas.
- Keith Michael Kirby (for Kirby Puckett) Kostas
T. 0 .

What did the call letters for radio station WSM in Nashville originally stand for?
- We Shield Millions

Hour 30
5 pts What pitcher stopped the hitting streak of Paul Molitor in 1987?
- John Farrell
10 pts Name the book and author that won the 1988 Los Angelos Times Book Prize for
fiction.
- "Love In The Time Of Cholera" by Gabriel Garcia Marquez
50 pts By what name did Maytag call its first washing machine?
- the Pastime
15 pts What are the code names of the 3 men who fly rear for Maverick in the movie Top
Gun?
- Goose, Sundown, and Merlin

10 pts What is the name of the cartoon that Bugs Bunny first appeared in?
- "A Wild Hare"
45 pts What are the real names of the 4 men who make up the musical group ''The
Bodeans."
- Kurt Newmann, Guy Hoffman, Bob Griffin and Sam Llanas
5 pts What two former Mouseketeers ended up on the TV series "My Three Sons?"
- Tim Considine, Don Grady
15 pts Who was the first black to serve on the facultry of an American medical school?
-Alexander Augusta, (Howard University, 11-9-1868)
10 pts In the movie "Bull Durham," what is the name of the man who is called the "Clown
Prince of Baseball?"
- MaxPatltin

Hour 31
5 pts What was the first day of the 1988 Major League baseball season on which there
were no balks?
-May 24

10 pts Who was the first person known to have been struck by a meteorite?
- Elizabeth Hodges
35 pts Who was the winner of the 1988 Aquatennial Dream House that was given away on
TV station KARE?
-Judy Orrin
15 pts Under what name did Flash Cadillac and the Continental Kids appear in the TV show
"Happy Days?"
- Johnny Fish and the Fins
10 pts In what film would you find Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald together for the
first time?
- Naughty Marietta
40 pts According to the Minnesota Association of Townships, what is the name of the
person who is known as the longest serving township official in Minnesota state
history?
- Bill Miller

5 pts What is the name of the largest fully functioning pipe organ in the world?
- Grand court organ
15 pts What are the names of the two pandas that China loaned to the San Diego zoo for
200 days, their stay ending the middle of last February?
- Basi and Yuan Yuan (pronounced Bossy and Yin-Yin)
10 pts Who threw the switch to turn on the lights for the first night game at Wrigley field?
- Harry Grossman

Hour 32
5 pts Edward Teach was the real name of a rather infamous person who was
better known by his nickname. By what nickname was this person better
known?
- Blackbeard
10 pts What was the name of the last film Olivia de Havilland made with Errol
Flynn?
- They Died With Their Boots On

35 pts In the Samuel Beckett play 'Waiting For Godot," what are the names of
the two people waiting for Godot?
- Vladimir and Estragon

15 pts What is Columbia records all time top selling single?
- Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer

10 pts What is the name of the founder of U.S. News and World Report
magazine?
- David Lawrence

40 pts Name the only man to coach an N.F.L. championship team and play in a
world series.
- Earle (Greasy) Neale

5 pts Who was the first American to win all four of the United States highest
decorations - the Medal of Honor, Distinguished Service Cross,
Distinguished Service Medal and National Security Medal?
- William (Wild Bill) Donovan
15 pts In the movie "Fatal Attraction," Michael Douglas first meets Glenn Close at
a book release party. What was the name of the book being released?
- Samurai Self-Help
10 pts In the comic strip "Peanuts," what is the name of Linus and Lucy's baby
brother?
-Rerun

Hour 33
5pts

What American choir was the only one selected to sing at the Seoul Olympics?
- St. Olaf

l0pts The famous sign in Hollywood that reads "HOLLYWOOD" is in a city park. What is
the name of this park?
- Griffith Park
60pts Name the ~ individual athletes who have appeared as spokepersons on the front
panel of Wheaties boxes.
·
- Bob Richards (1956-70), Bruce Jenner(1977-79)
Mary Lou Retton(1984-1986), Pete Rose(1985-1986)
Walter Payton(1986-88), Chris Everett(1987)
Michael Jordon(as of October 31, 1988)
15pts In the Western Union· commercial where Jerome wants to go home, what is the
name of the camp he wants to leave?
- Camp Chipatooth
15 pts Please tell us the name of the person who was pitching when Lou Brock stole his
893rd base, breaking Ty Cobb's record of 892 in a career.
- David Freisleben (of the San Diego Padres)
75pts Who was TV Guide's Villain of the year for the year 1982, and who played the
character?
- Sal Benedetto played by Dennis Franz (on Hill Street Blues)
5pts

Name the man who has ruled the country of the Ivory Coast since 1960, making him
the longest-serving head of state in Africa and the oldest?
- Houphouet-Boigny

25pts Art Agnos wrote a book that is credited in helping him win the 1987 Mayoral Race
for San Francisco. What is the title of the book he produced?
- "Getting Things Done:Visions and Goals for San Francisco"

I Opts Apple computer's Steve Wozniak funded a rock concert at the end of the summer in
1982. What was this concert called?
- the US Festival

Hour 34
5 pts In music circles, who is known as the Divine Miss M?
- Bette Midler
10 pts Who was the Grand Marshal for the 57th annual Hollywood Christmas
parade held last November 27th?
-Tony Danza
25 pts The yet to be released movie, Batman, will star Michael Keaton as
Batman; for another big surprise, guess who is going to play the Joker?
- Jack Nicholson
15 pts What is the name of the only American to be shot for desertion since the
Civil War?
- Eddie Slovik
10 pts Last year, for the first time, a Charlie Brown special used a girl to do
Charlie Brown's voice. What is her name?
- Erin Chase
40 pts In the TV commercial for Bartles and Jaymes peach wine cooler, a band is
attempting to do a song promoting the wine cooler. What is the name of
the band?
- Stony Munson and the Stonecutters
5 pts In the book "Gulliver's Travels," what is the name of the Island of Sorcerers
or Magicians?
- Glubdubdrib
T.O.

Who holds the record for most wins in a career by a female jockey?
-Julie Krone

10 pts With what group did pop artist Lita Ford first strut her stuff?
- the Runaways

Hour 35
5 pts What famous statesman won the 1953 Nobel prize for literature?
- Winston Churchill
10 pts According to Human Resource Executive magazine, what corporation was
the largest U.S. corporate employer in 1988?
- General Motors
50 pts Please tell us the name of the winner of the 1988 Midwest Pumpkin
Weigh-off.
- Gary Keyzer

15 pts What is Queen Elizabeth the second's full name?
- Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Mountbatten-Windsor
10 pts What was the name of the play the Hasty Pudding Theatrical group
performed at their 1988 award ceremonies?
- Saint Misbehaving

45 pts Other than the original P.G.A. tournament, only two pro golfers have won
the first P.G.A. tournament they played in. Name the two golfers.
- Jim Benepe; Ben Crenshaw
5 pts Who discovered Lynerd Skynerd, and signed them to their first contract?
-Al Kooper

15 pts Who was the last artist to appear on the Grand Ole Opreys last show at
Ryman auditorium?
- Marty Robbins
10 pts In the TV show 'The Rockford Files," another detective named Lance
White often played opposite Jim Rockford. What actor played Lance
White?
-Tom Selleck

(stupid name hour)

Hour 36
5 pts What is the name of the balding, bespectacled host of the World Wrestling
Federation's Prime Time Wrestling show?
- Gorilla Monsoon
10 pts Director Chuck Jones created a famous cartoon trilogy from 1951 to 1953 featuring
Daffy Duck and Bugs Bunny. Name the titles of the three cartoons.
- Rabbit Fire; Rabbit Seasoning; Duck! Rabbit! Duck
75 pts While jogging in California, former Viking quarterback Joe Kapp was struck by a
man driving a taxi. Please tell us the rather interesting name of this man.
- Festus Banjo

15 pts In the movie "Death Race 2000," what is the nickname and name of the character
played by Sylvester Stallone?
- Machine Gun Joe Viterbo
10 pts Who succeeded Knute Rockne as coach of the Notre Dame football team?
- Heartly or Hunk Anderson

65 pts The Minnesota Ballroom Association gives out annual awards for best bands in a
number of different categories. Who was their 1988 choice for best polka-variety
band?
- Karl and the Country Dutchmen
10 pts What was the name of the character Rudy Vallee played ih the Batman TV show?
- Lord Marmaduke Ffogg
15 pts In the movie "Urban Cowboy," the nicknames John Travolta and Debra Winger went
by were Bud and Sissy. What were the real first names of their characters?
- Buford and Priscilla
20 pts According to Cruising World magazine, who is the first U.S. woman to sail around
the world alone, and what was the name of her boat?
-Tania Aebi; the Varuna

Hour 37
5 pts Who was the first woman to hold the position of state senator for Minnesota?
- Laura Naplin

10 pts What was the first commercial radio station in the United States to win a Peabody
award?
-WCCO

55 pts In 196 7, at the First Great International Paper Airplane contest, sponsored by
Scientific America, a single person won the grand prize in both duration and
distance of flight . Who achieved this lofty feat?
- Yasuaki Ninomiya
15 pts Name the recipients of the Procrastinator Club's Top award for 1988.
- the 3 grey whales (stuck in the ice off Pt. Barrow,
Alaska, because they procrastinated going south for the winter)
10 pts On the compilation album of Walt Disney songs entitled "Stay Awake," what
group does the song 'Whistle While You Work?"
-NRBQ

75 pts Mount Holyoke college in Massachusetts is a woman's college. However there is
one male attending the college at the present time. What is his name?
- Herriot Tabuteat.i (Tom Peterson?)

5 pts Who is credited with writing the forward for the Bloom County book 'Tales Too
Ticklish To Tell?"
- Mikhail Gorbachev
15 pts What was the title of the first Our Gang silent film released?
- Fire Fighters
15 pts Who designed the album cover for the "Cheap Thrills" album by Big Brother and
The Holding Company, and who was it approved by?
- Robert Crumb; Hell's Angels of San Francisco

Hour 38
5 pts Out of what body of water does the McKenzie River in Canada flow?
- Great Slave Lake
10 pts How much money did Marion Crane take from her bosses real estate company in
the movie "Psycho?"
-$40,000
45 pts Presumably there are only 28 condors left in the world. On April 3rd, 1988, the
San Diego Wild Animal Park helped a condor chick hatch from its egg. What did
they name this new addition?
- Molloko (Native American for condor)
15 pts Please name Wisconsin's third million dollar state lottery winner.
- Loren Pientok
10 pts From what high school did Ahmad Rashad graduate?
- Mt. Tacoma High
45 pts Last year the 455 year-old Anglican church elected its first female bishop. What
is her name?
- Barbara Harris
5 pts

What is the name of the character Don Knotts plays in the movie "Herbie Goes
To Monte Carlo?"
- Wheely Applegate

15 pts Bob Dylan had to cancel an appearance on the Ed Sullivan show because the
censors thought the song he was going to sing would be too controversial. Name
that Tune.
- Talking John Birch Society Blues
10 pts Name the first female jockey to ride in the Breeder's Cup.
-Julie Krone

Hour 39
5 pts Who is the golf hacker who supposedly hits the golf ball to China in the Miller Lite
beer commercial?
- Greg Luzinski

10 pts Sting made his classical album debut last year. What is the title of the piece?
- Soldier's Tale

75 pts Who was the first mayor of San Diego?
- Joshua Bean (brother of Judge Roy Bean)

15 pts Don Rickles appeared on several episodes of The Dick VanDyke show. What
was the name of the character he played?
- Lyle Francis Delp
10 pts Please name the Chicago Cubs pitcher for us who, in 1988, became the first
Cubs pitcher in 54 years to throw a shutout in his major league debut.
- Jeff Pico

60 pts What five fictional football players were featured on Taco John's fall football
special refillable cups?
- Boz Burrito, Herschel Guacamole, Tony
DorSala, Ole' Simpson, and Frank Tacoton
5 pts Where did Peter Cottontail hop?
- Down the bunny trail (of course)

15 pts What was the fictional name of the person who played the "heavy" in both the
novel and the film version of 'The Maltese Falcon?"
- Casper Gutman
10 pts Bob Uecker put out his first book in 1982. What is the title of the book?
- Catcher In The Wry

Hour 40
5 pts What was Huckleberry Hound's favorite song?
- (My Darling) Clementine

10 pts Who was the umpire behind the plate when Pete Rose hit the single that gave
him the record for most base hits in a career?
-Lee Weyer

75 pts To celebrate the 60th anniversary of Mickey Mouse, 220 acres of corn and 300
acres of oats were fashioned into the shape of Mickey's head. This birthday card
designed to be seen from the air was coordinated with Iowa State University. At
what town was the card located and what family did the cultivating?
- Sheffield, Iowa; Pitzenberger, Iowa

15 pts Who is the Director and Exhibition manager for WORLD STAMP EXPO '89?
- Dickey Rustin
10 pts Simon and Garfunkel's first TV appearance came on Dick Clark's American
Bandstand as Tom and Jerry. With whom did they share the bill?
- Jerry Lee Lewis

20 pts In the Delta Airlines commercial, what is the name of the telephone operator who
handles the call when a group of Company B soldiers all rush to use the phone at
the same time?
- Gail Godfrey
5 pts What was the name of Tom Terrific's dog?
- Mighty Manfred
25 pts Name the beer that has this slogan on the bottle: From the glass lined tanks of
old Latrobe we tender this premium beer for your enjoyment, as a tribute for your
good taste it comes from the mountain springs to you. 33.
- Rolling Rock (made in Latrobe, Pa.)
10 pts In what city did the McDonald's hamburger chain open its first drive-thru store?
- Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Hour 41
5 pts How many points is an ''X" tile worth in Scrabble?

-8
10 pts During 'World Hello Day" one is supposed to say hello to 10 strangers. What
was the date this wonderful day took place on in 1988?
- November 21

40 pts What small town company in Northern Minnesota has Kevin McHale become an
official spokesman for?
-Buhl Water

15 pts Please tell us the title and author of the book that the movie "Bird" was based on.
- "Life in E-flat" by Chan Richardson

10 pts What 13 year old Minnesota boy won the originality trophy at the 1988 All
American Soapbox Derby.
- Adam Bastien

40 pts What four women were inducted into the National Women's Hall of Fame in
1988?
- Gwendolyn Brooks, Ida Barnett, Sally Ride and Willa
Cather

5 pts For 5 big Trivia points, please tell us what the first answer was to the first question
of this contest.
- Todd Womack

T.O.

What five major league ball players have hit for the cycle with two different ball
clubs?
- Babe Herman, Joe Cronin, Bob Watson, Jim Fregosi and Chris Speier

10 pts What was the name of the group Roger McGuinn, Gene Clark, and David Crosby
were in before forming the Byrds?
-The Jet Set

Hour 42
5 pts In what suburb of Los Angeles will one find the Los Angeles Lakers home court? ,
- Inglewood, Cal.
10 pts Who was the first American to win the Tour of Italy bicycle race?
- Andy Hampsten
45 pts What artist did Rhino records cover on their first album release?
- Wild Man Fischer
15 pts Who is the present host for the TV game show 'Wipeout?"
- Peter Tomarken
10 pts In 1988, the NFL promoted the first black to a position as head referee. What
was his name?
- Johnny Grier (repeat in hour 46)
35 pts Reebok ran a two page advertisement in several magazines that showed an
aerobic instructor who stated she was from Minneapolis, Minnesota. What's her
name?
- Kathryn Hamerski
5 pts

In the movie "Spaceballs," what is the name of the character played by Dom de
Luise?
- Pizza The Hut

15 pts In the silent movie "A Night At The Show," Charlie Chaplin plays two different
roles. What are the two character's names?
- Mr. Rowdy and Mr. Pest
10 pts An episode of Star Trek, The Next Generation, won a George Foster Peabody
award for excellence last year. Name the episode.
- 'The Big Goodbye"

Hour 43
5 pts What is the real middle name of Walter "Fritz" Mondale?
- Frederick

10 pts What is the title of the cartoon in which the Road Runner made it's debut?
- Fast and Furryous (1949)

40 pts There have been 5 cereals in the monster cereal series. These include Count
Chockula, Boo Berry, Frankenberry and the latest is Fruity Yummy Mummy.
Name the fifth cereal in this series.
- Fruit Brute

20 pts In 1988, Life Magazine followed a single dollar bill wherever it went for one week,
taking pictures and seeing where the bill finally ended up. What was the serial
number of this dollar bill?
- G 27909101 H

10 pts During the 1968 Olympics, the U.S. Olympic Committee suspended two athletes
for a demonstration of black power during their awards ceremony.
- Tommie Smith, John Carlos
Announcer: Please give warning to the teams that an audio trivia question wl/1 be taking place very soon. The audio
part of the question wl/1 only be repeated twice. Read the question below, then tell them you are about to play the
audio portion of this question; watt a few seconds, then play the cart for the ''song" question.

200 pts From the song you are about to hear, we want the name of the movie from
where the song appears, the name of the character doing the singing and the
person whose voice is used for the character who is singing.
- Movie:

The Jungle Book

Character:

Kaa

Voice:

Sterling Holloway

5 pts Who is the leader of the country swing band "Asleep At The Wheel?"
-Ray Benson
15 pts What is the real name of the person who plays Sonny Spoons father in the TV
show Sonny Spoons?
- Melvin Van Peebles (Sonny Van Peebles father)
10 pts Who won the MVP award for the 1987 Maui Classic men's basketball
tournament?
- The entire Iowa Hawkeyes basketball team

Hour 44
5 pts What 5 people were elected to the 1988 Minnesota Sport's Hall of Fame? .
- Frank Brimsek, Jean Havlish, Bobby Marshall,
Vern Mikkelsen and (Pedro) Tony Oliva
10 pts What is the name of the character Miles Davis played in the TV show Miami Vice?
- Ivory Jones
65 pts In 1988, DuPont sponsored a Great Knot Search, looking for the best new, easyto-tie, all-purpose fishing knot. What was the name of the knot they selected and
who was its creator?
- The World's Fair Knot; Gary Martin
20 pts John Cleese, of Monty Python fame, helped found the largest company outside
the U.S. that makes business training films. What is the name of this company?
-Video Arts
10 pts What is the name of the film that Johnny Cash makes his film debut in?
- 5 Minutes To Live
30 pts The Doobie Brothers have performed a Christmas concert for several of the past
years at a childrens hospital. What is the name of the children's hospital?
- Children's Hospital at Stanford
5 pts Which state is nicknamed the "Magnolia state?"
- Mississippi
15 pts On the TV show "Cheers," what is the letter and number combination one must
punch to hear the song "Shout" on the bar's jukebox?

-

c6

10 pts Lute Olson took his Arizona basketball team to the NCAA Final Four last year.
What we'd like to know, however, is what school he began his coaching career at.
- Mahnomen High School (Mahnomen, Minn.)

Hour 45
5 pts Who is the newly appointed head coach of men's track and field at S.C.S.U.?
-Tracy Dill

10 pts According to the International Weightlifting Federation, who is now the strongest
woman in the world?
- Han Chang Mai
85 pts One of the most famous songs to come from Brazil was the song entitled 'The
Girl From Ipanema." Name the woman whom the song was written about.
- Heloisa Pinheiro

15 pts Who won the 1987 Gino Cappelletti Award, given by the 1776 Quarterback
Club to the player who comes into the NFL without fanfare, but who develops
into an outstanding contributor?
- Tim Krumrie (of the Cincinnati Bengals)
10 pts Who did the cover art for the Moody Blues album "In Search Of The Lost
Chord?"
- Phil Travers

45 pts In the comic book series "Batman," what was the secret identity of the recently
killed Boy Wonder Robin?
-Jason Todd

5 pts Who was the first black to win the Nobel Peace Prize?
- Dr. Ralph Bunche

15 pts The song 'Wild Thing" was originally put out by a group called the Troggs. Who
wrote the song?
- Chip Taylor
10 pts Don Knotts is joining Andy Griffith on TV again in the series "Matlock." What
will his character's name be?
- Les Calhoun

Hour 46
5 pts Who sings the title theme for the TV show 'The Love Boat?"
- Jack Jones
10 pts What is the name of the youngest major league baseball player to hit a home run
both right and left-handed in the same game?
- Ruben Sierra
25 pts The National Liar's Hall of Fame of Nebraska issues a yearly award crowning the
teller of the year's tallest tale. What is the award called?
- The Pinocchio award
15 pts Who does the voice of Johnny 5 in the movie "Short Circuit 2?"
-Tim Blaney
10 pts In the TV show "One Step Beyond," who was your guide into the world of the
unknown?
- John Newland
40 pts On the TV game show 'The $25,000 Pyramid," what guest celebrity holds the
record for helping a contestant win $10,000 in the shortest amount of time?
- Billy Crystal (26 seconds)
5 pts What was the number of the uniform Tom Kelly wore for the Twins last year?
- 10
15 pts In 1988, the NFL promoted the first black to a position as head referee. What
was his name?
- John Grier (repeat)
10 pts Let's see if we can get this one right. What is the name of the pig in the movie
'The Milagro Beanfield War?"
- Lupita

Hour 47
5 pts What ex-slave founded Tuskegee Institute?
- Booker T. Washington
10 pts At the beginning of the Ben Casey 1V show, a hand would come on the screen
and print 5 symbols on a blackboard. What do the symbols stand for?
- Man, woman, birth, death, infinity.
90 pts In 1988, the Georgia-Pacific Corporation sponsored the 'World's Fastest Roofer"
contest. Who was named 'World's Fastest Roofer," and won the trip to Hawaii?
(Maybe we should all go into roofing ... )
- Al Middleton (from Cleveland)
15 pts In the 1V series, 'The Fugitive," who played the one-armed fugitive who wasn't
caught until the last episode of the series?
- Bill Raisch

10 pts Summerhill is an alternative school in England. The founder of the school also
wrote a book about the school entitled "Summerhill." What is this person's name?
-AS. Neill
50 pts What is the name of the person who has been the official presidential Santa Claus
since Dwight Eisenhower designated him as such?
- Robert George
5 pts If you were going to speak with the hunchback of Notre Dame, by what name
would you address him?
~ Quasimodo
15 pts Please name the three Laurel and Hardy shorts that Jean Harlow appeared in.
- Liberty, Double Whoopee, Bacon Grabbers
10 pts For 27 of the years that Red Skelton was on radio and 1V, he used the same
theme song. What was the name of that song?
- Holiday for Strings
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5 pts What war was the setting for the Elvis Presley movie "Love Me Tender?"
- the Civil War
10 pts The Dixie Dewdrop is the nickname for what Country Music Hall of Farner?
- (Uncle) Dave macon
75 pts In the TV show "Hill St. Blues," what is the poem inscribed on the urn containing
Marvin Box's ashes?
- rve laid a lot of cable,
I've strung a lot of line,
sure gets lonely, but that's okay
because it brings people together.

15 pts What is the name of the hero in the novel by Alexander Dumas, 'The Count of
Monte Christo?"
- Edmund Dantes
10 pts Who won the 1987 B.A.S.S. Master's Classic fishing contest held in Louisville,
Kentucky?
·
- George Cochran
55 pts At the recent banquet held in St. Cloud honoring Martin Luther King Jr., featuring
Alan Page, a song that has come to be known as the Black national anthem was
sung. What is the title of the song, and who wrote it?
- "Lift Every Voice and Sing" by
J . Rosamond Johnson and James Weldon Johnson .
5 pts Who became president of France in 1958?
- Charles De Gaulle
15 pts After being blacklisted from TV in the 50's, Pete Seeger finally made it back to
network television in 196 7. Name the show on which he made that first
appearance.
- The Smother's Brothers Show
10 pts According to the Bloom County comic strip, who is the C.E.O. for Bloom County
Enterprises?
- W.A. Thornhump
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5 pts

In what prison was the movie 'The Jericho Mile" filmed?
- Folsom prison

15 pts At what hospital was Francis Ford Coppola born?
- Henry Ford Hospital (Detroit)
Announcer: The cart Labeled ''Peanut Butter" should be played as the answer only. It ts a conversation with the
Exec. Dir. of the Georgia Peanut Adutsory Board and wtll also tell people how to join the club. After the
tape is finished, please read the answer again. Thanks.

125 pts Boasting 30,000 nation-wide members, the "Adults Only Peanut Butter Lovers Fan
Club" met for the first time in 1988. At this meeting the attending members pledged
their support by reciting the &Mts Qnhl Ee.amtt .61.l1mI ~ cl AHegjance. Please
recite this pledge to us, thus making you a member of the Fan Club.

I solemnly promise to stick to the perpetual pursuit of peanut butter, openly admitting my
adult craving for the peanut pate. Whether crunchy or creamy, with jelly or with
chocolate, on white or on rye and in pie or in ice cream, I will pledge my allegiance to
peanut butter.
And I hereby promise on this day, to keep peanut butter close at hand in plentiful supply. I
will not go a day without peanut butter from this day forward. I will spread the word
from coast to coast and from the peanut gallery to the kitchen cabinet...
I LOVE PEANlIT BUTTER !!

15 pts What is the last name of the new teen singer Tiffany?
-Darwish
10 pts In the Star Trek episode 'The Trouble with Tribbles", name the licensed asteroid
locater who introduces the tribbles to the space station?
- Cyrano Jones ·
25 pts During the time of the 1981 inauguration of Ronald Reagan, Nancy wore a "stunning
beaded, one shoulder" gown to all ten balls they attended in the evening. The gown
was designed by who?
- James Galanos
5 pts

Latoya Jackson's recent pictures for Playboy were taken with her and one of her
snakes. What is the name of the Boa constrictor that appears with her?

-Adam
15 pts On the TV show MASH, a loudspeaker announces the arrival of Col. Sherman
Potter. At what date and time did the speaker say he had arrived?
- 1600 hours, 19 Sept. 1952 (accept 4pm)
10 pts What was the theme for Trivia Weekend in the year 1985?
- In Pursuit of Trivia
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5pts Who was the "Big Man on Campus" that read question one?
- Pres. Brendon McDonald
10 pts Who wrote the book entitled 'The Butter Battle Book?"
-Dr. Suess
95 pts In 1988, Purina sponsored the Purina Cat Chow Silver Anniversary Sweepstakes.
To be eligilble to win up to $25,000, one had to recite the Cat Chow Silver
Anniversary Saying when answering the phone. What is that saying?
-For 25 years, Purina Cat Chow Has Raised More
Healthy, Happy Cats Than Any Other Cat Food
15 pts Where were the international finals for the 1988 Lego Building Contest held?
- Billund, Denmark
10 pts Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was knighted by vmat king?
- King Edward VII
T.O.

For the past 9 years, Deming, New Mexico has held the Great American Duck
Race. Please tell us the name of the duck that won last year's race, and the name
of its owner.
- the duck's name was Pride of the 62nd Army Band,
the owner's name was Robert Duck

5 pts

Who won SuperBowl VII?
- Miami Dolphins

15 pts Name the company that manufactured the gun that was used to kill John
Lennon?
- Charter Arms (Corp.)
20 pts Who turned off the gas of the last flame to be extinguished at the 1988 Winter
Olympics in Calgary?
-Alan Dixon

